30 Nov. 1941.
The Booby Bird Trophy
This trophy is presented to commemorate and perpetuate for
posterity those deeds of the Skippers of the Waikiki Star Fleet that are
so remarkable in that, they should never have been done. It is that
action or lack of action at the critical moment that would at once
relegate that Skipper to the well known “Dog House” if he were at
home. It is desired that this perpetual trophy be administered to the
culprits under the following rules:
1.
To be presented to that Skipper who, by popular acclaim of
the Fleet, has pulled a “dumb one.”
2.
That the offense be set out in detail in this log with such
embellishments as to make the offender well aware of his offense.
3.
That this trophy remain in said offender’s possession until
some new culprit is uncovered.
4.
That each offender record in this log his defense whether
or not he has one and whether or not any one believes him.
5.
That the offending yacht, while the skipper is the custodian
of the “Booby Bird Trophy,” fly a suitable pennant of red bunting 4” 
4” from his starboard spreader, said red bunting not to flow free but
gathered in a bunch like some grimy old dish cloth.
Signed: Homer Ferguson

My
Seal
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4 Nov 1941
To: Skipper John Childs.
This trophy is presented to the accused as a result of the
withdrawal from the Race of Sunday Nov 2 after making an official
start. It is common knowledge that all true Yachtsmen make every
endeavor to finish races they have started regardless of
circumstances. It is felt that the mere breaking of a mast at the first
spreader is no excuse as it was plainly visible to the Fleet that he had
a good twelve feet of mast left.
Homer Ferguson
Nov 9, 1941
So what! So I got a pretty Birdie! So I always wanted a Birdie!
So this is not gold! So I take exception to the charge. 12 ft of mast.
Absurd! 10 ft 2 in., I measured it. So I didn’t finish. So today,
Ferguson and Thompson don’t start! Ferguson had half an excuse, his
batten pocket, you know, but Thompson got good scare and cold feet.
So last week they give me the bird, so today I give Thompson the
bird, amen and aloha.
J.F. Child Jr.
November 1944
It’s been a long time since any real boners have been made but
that’s just because of the war. As agent for Bill Thompson, rightful
possessor of this trophy, I have as my duty to pass it on with his
special aloha to an appropriate and qualified claimant. This year is
definitely the year for a novice, Mr. George Over and his crew Miss
, who found the mark when no experienced skipper or
crew on the two preceding yachts could find it and pointed out the way
in the most obliging manner yet seen in yachting circles in Hawaii.
Aloha George it’s all yours.
Bill Thompson
By John F Child Jr
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December 18th 1945
In case Mr. Child has not yet learned my crew’s name it was
Miss Doris Wynn and I demand that he so complete his charge and
properly write her name in the blank space (in red ink).
I believe that I have now certain items that will prevent this
from happening again—my gear now includes a muzzle and a straightjacket.
Geo. Over Jr.
December 18th 1945
We have in our fleet a certain skipper who has a blue Star boat.
He has won many races during the year. Just before the eliminations
for the Blue Star series he was quite cocky and made several remarks
about “smart sailing.” During one race in the eliminations he was
leading the entire fleet going down wind and upon approaching the
mark thought he would be smart and “come about” rather than chance
jibe. In so doing—the whole fleet sailed thru him. So to you “Bob
Miller” I present this wonderful trophy (this bonehead maneuver
prevented him from sailing in the Blue Star series  reason-! Not
enough points).
Geo. Over Jr.
Dec. 18—1946
After one year of thought and the possession of this blasted
“Booby Bird,” I still don’t have a legitimate counter to the charges
preferred. But I think you will all agree that twelve months of looking
at this coveted (?) trophy is punishment enough for the sin I have
committed. However, I strongly object to Mr. Over’s charges—on the
grounds of nolle contendere, habeous corpus, and nolle prosequi!!
Bob Miller
Dec. 19—1946
It is with a great deal of regret that I now turn this award of
awards over to another Waikiki Star Fleet member.
Surprisingly enough a so-called Marine Architect is not aware of
one of the principal rules of yacht design. That is—“one’s bailing
bucket must be carried inside one’s own boat and not affixed to a
competitor’s keel”!!
So, although records show that on that particular day he placed
only fourth and is not entitled to a trophy, I, his fellow fleet-member,
after due consideration, feel that he should receive some award.
Therefore, Frank Rothwell, to you—The Bird!
Bob Miller
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Jan 23 1948
Sort of made you mad didn’t it, Bob when those Mercuries and
110s started passing you?
Frank Rothwell
Jan 23 1948
It is now my privilege to award this most singular of all yachting
trophies to the next deserving skipper. The occasion I refer to is one in
which our race committee with the cooperation of the Coast Guard, let
the committee boat drift so far to leeward that it was almost directly
downwind from the starting mark. This indicated a port tack, close
hauled start to the whole fleet, everyone, that is, except our hero. He
started on the port tack alright but he neglected one important detail.
He forgot to arrange to sail close hauled! Being accustomed to barging
the line, he approached the line with the wind broad on his port
quarter. Everything was dandy, all he had to do was harden up when
the flag was raised and be off—he had practically won the race
already. The rude awakening came when the bow of a certain blue
Starboat thrust itself into this intrepid skipper’s cockpit. I therefore
suggest Bill Froome that you contact Bob Miller, maybe he can fix you
up with a pair of glasses that will enable you to see thru your mainsail.
Frank Rothwell
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Dec. 17, 1948
Yes—I was late for the start, on the port tack and was rammed
by a starboard tack yacht. So I got the Bird. So now I am going to
reverse the order and pass on this damn Booby Bird to a fellow
yachtsman who was early for the start on the race that I now describe.
This skipper, being early, decided to do a little tuning before the
race, but became so absorbed in this tuning that he forgot to watch
the flags on the Committee Boat or the time. The race starts but this
skipper doesn’t know it. He joins the competing yachts and sails all the
way around one lap of the course [before] becoming aware that the
other Stars are racing.
So to you! George Johnson—THE BIRD.
Bill Froome
December 16, 1949
Yes, Bill Froome, past holder of this honorable bird of boobs, I did
arrive at the committee boat before they had completed laying the
buoys, yet never crossed the starting line, only learning from finishing
“110’s” that the race had been in progress for two hours. The great
maestros Callahan, Curry, & Bovier, Ltd. have repeatedly said, and I
quote—“The preparation and jockeying before the start constitutes the
most important single element of race-winning, for therein lies half the
race.” On the basis of spending two hours following this sterling
advice, I consider it the most flawless race of my career!
Having fed and housed this miserable creature for exactly a
year, I take great pleasure in being able to pass it on to fellow
yachtsmen who by their lack of judgment and resourcefulness failed to
finish their first race. Honorable mention, however, goes to Pat Nunes
who started on the wrong side of the committee boat. For on this day
did Alcy Johnson and Charles Harper (alias “Shorty” & “Harpo”) display
Corinthianism foreign to Star Fleet traditions—while we all agree that
research and experimentation make for progress in yacht design,
Keehi Lagoon is no place to decide whether somebody had a hole in
his head when he specified backstays for Stars—they weren’t placed
there for the hanging out of wet laundry, as you discovered when the
business end of your stick fell over the bow. Since one John Child
received their bird in 1941 for failing to finish a race with 10 ft 2 in. of
mast remaining, you too must suffer this humility.
So, “Harpo” and “Shorty,” for fidgeting and digeting with what
thousands have found necessary, and then for failing to do the best
with what you had left, to you both—THE BIRD.
George Johnson
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Dec. 16, 1950
A year ago tonight, George Johnson presented us with the Booby
Bird, for failing to finish our first race = with a broken mast. At that
time he charged us with exhibiting a lack of judgment and
resourcefulness.
The charges made by the honorable past Star Booby, George
Johnson, not only left our sense of justice outraged, but our hearts
sad, that such a fine, upstanding, handsome, young man should
display such a woeful lack of comprehension. Such matters as
judgment and resourcefulness are purely relative. For example, when
Notre Dame loses a football game, it’s nationwide news. On the other
hand, it’s cause for surprise when Harvard (George’s Alma Mater) wins
one! So it is with us.
Personally we feel that we showed exceptional judgment and
resourcefulness in getting back to Kewalo Basin without hitting the
reef, much less finishing the race.
And now for the next victim! In our quest for the sailor best
qualified to be the Bird’s 1951 “sugar daddy,” we seriously considered
a number of candidates including the skipper of the USS Missouri.
However, after due consideration, we found, right here in our own
group, the alleged yachtsman most deserving of the honor.
We have here tonight a skipper, who not only snafued his own
course, but also accomplished the unusual feat of forcing two other
Stars halfway from Keehi Lagoon to Pearl Harbor. This sailor, and I use
the word advisedly, has the peculiar habit of playing with his main
sheet when he should be jibing around a buoy. Unfortunately, his
unusual maneuver not only lost him the race, but effectively
eliminated two other Star boats. We have heard an ugly rumor that
Charlie Dole bribed him to eliminate the competition, but we want it
clearly understood that we don’t believe a word of it.
However, for the mental aberration of the year------for the boner
de luxe of 1950--------it gives us great pleasure to present to Sam
Gilbert—THE BIRD!
Shorty Johnson and Charlie Harper
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Dec. 16, 1950
It is with great pride and profound enthusiasm that I accept this
cherished symbol, this coveted award for masterful and unsurpassable
seamanship. My extreme modesty does not permit me to record the
true story behind my masterful maneuver, but I will admit that it was
magnificent.
Charlie Dole did try to bribe me by offering me some stuff he
had in a bottle—he swore it would grow hair on a bulkhead. When he
took off his hat I turned down the bribe.
Sam Gilbert

December, 1951
Sam Gilbert is official owner of the Booby Bird but has delegated
me to pass it on for him. When he returns soon he will try to make his
excuses but I’m not going to do it for him.
Surprisingly, with the expert sailors in the Star Class there have
been very few boners this year worthy of the Booby. However, of the
boners, Sid Kraul has the monopoly. In the first place, his boat—half
pink, half yellow, half gray, half blue and all barf. However, even
disregarding the colors of his boat, Sid earned the Booby in the first
series. After two races he had a commanding lead. All he needed to do
was beat me—and he had me in the third race—but good. Then what
did Sid do? There was a marker of the Joerise [?] between Diamond
Head buoy and Honolulu. It was supposed to be left to port. What did
Sid do? He ignored it and left it to starboard—even after I had yelled
my head off—after I had passed him—and Sid’s first trophy flew out
the window—and back in as the Booby Bird. Any 2 year old learns the
difference between left and right. It’s obvious that Sid is only one year
old as he doesn’t know the difference between his right and left. And
so Sid
To you
The Bird
Charley Dole
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December 19, 1952.
Sid Kraul is chicken. He won the Bird last year and he earned it
again this year. He has no comeback for last year’s debacle so he
wouldn’t come to our banquet. In fact, he was so ashamed that he
took his wife and flew half way around the world to Denmark in order
that we shouldn’t see his face.
And so although, as usual, I haven’t earned the Bird, for the
second straight year it has been my duty to present it.
There have been many occasions this year worthy of the Bird—
Rothwell sailing with no spreaders, Kraul breaking his mast the first
time he put his boat in the water after the last time he broke it,
Durham and Hartman sailing regularly with their masts pointing in the
wrong direction, Sam Gilbert—first being Sam Gilbert. But the prize
boner of the year always earns the Bird. Imagine this fellow sailing
against the best in the Islands plus a couple of hotshots from Seattle.
Three races down and only one point behind the leader. Here he is in
the fourth race—sailing a beautiful race—right behind the leader and
overhauling him fast. Only one-third of the race left and the odds are
with him to beat Taylor and tie up the series with the last race
deciding the winner. So what does our hero do? The Committee boat is
only 50 yards away and he is waving madly so that they will see how
well he is doing. They won’t look, but our hero won’t be denied. With
his spreader he picks off the windward mark and waves it until they
see him.
Bob Miller, to you the Star Class outstanding trophy, The Bird.
Charley Dole
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Dec 12 1953
This is a bird!—It is said that I earned it because the weather mark
reached out [and] fouled Kahuna. Why I should get the Bird I really
don’t know—Why there were boats in that race that never even
reached the weather mark, in fact they couldn’t reach it because I
picked it up & took it along with me on my lee spreader—In itself quite
an outstanding feat of seamanship. Would you give this tropy to
Augustino Straulino or Skip Etchell? What an insult—then why give it
to me? Dole you just don’t do these things—
And so this year we will put this --- Bird where it rightfully
belongs. In looking over the elite of yachting it’s hard to single out
from the many outstanding accomplishments that one signal stelworth
performance that represents the most masterful birdie of the year.
Let’s look at the record—
John Loyd—how would you like the Bird?—You earned it you
know, a jibe started at Hon #2 should be completed long before you
reach the Kiehi buoy—but there is another fellow—
Charley Dole It must have cost you plenty of loot to take that
pickle boat to the North Americans—Didn’t you learn from me that
pickles belong in a jar. You should get the Bird, but I don’t believe you
could afford to feed it—
Durham, Johnson, & Gilbert—Durham never really goes fast till
he gets near a pier--& Johnson & Gilbert in any one race rake up
enough Booby Bird points to claim permanent possession.
Mahan should get some sort of trophy just for keeping that
bucket of his afloat. & Kraul—that paint job may be good but even the
Merc. Boys know it isn’t worth $997.97.
This Bird could go to old man Uhler, a contractor who never used
a pick in his life—and then deformed my pick handle spreaders by
breaking one his first trip out.
& Rothwell if it wouldn’t bring discredit upon your high exalted
office as commodore you could get the Bird for building an outboard
well in that new Pupule.
But there must be some more deserving character than these. Yes!
The clarion call to fame can not be denied. Hartman step forward for
all to see—Here is a man who does not believe in backstays on a Star
boat & just to prove his point he threw them both free on a jibe. The
result—no worries—no mast! & so to you my friend for the next year—
The Booby Bird.
Bob Miller
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December 11, 1954—
The presentation of this outstanding trophy of the Star Fleet
“The Booby Bird” to the recipient had, in its original conception, a
number of clearly defined stipulations from which I will quote loosely
only those two that best suit my purpose:
1. In the preamble to the rules establishing the winner it is
clearly implied that “The Bird” is to be presented to that skipper of the
Waikiki Star Fleet, who by his action or lack of action would at once be
relegated to the well known “Dog House” if he were at home, and
2. That each offender record in this log his defense, whether or
not he has one, and whether or not anyone believes him.
One year ago I was charged with not believing in backstays on a
Star boat and to prove my point I threw both free on a jibe—the
result—No worries—No mast. That is nothing but lies—lies—lies, as
you now listen to my defense.
It is internationally known that every well equipped Star boat
has at least two sticks. I having only one at that time found a way.
With deliberate malice and well planned aforethought I saw the
opportunity to garner a second stick—Simply release both backstays
on a jibe and in just nothing flat what happens?—two sticks—
Rudimentary my dear Watson. However I am a firm believer in
insurance—If two are good—three are better, but how to get the third
one. They say that “Opportunity Knocks But Once” but when she
knocked the second time I threw all the doors open. My friend (I use
the word loosely—very loosely) Bob Miller, just before the Hawaiian
Invitational, insisted that he help me tune my “Cherie” for that
important series and less than five minutes’ assistance resulted in—
yes you guessed it—another broken mast. All I had to do was to order
a new one, complete with rigging, fittings, spreaders and halyard
hooks. So—oo—o Simple. I feel that all of my actions have been
sound—that nothing has been overlooked or neglected to make
“Cherie” the best sticked Star boat in the fleet. I ask all you nonbelievers to cast your eyes upon the mast now stepped in “Cherie”—
It’s a beauty—and I stand fully vindicated of the careless and hasty
charge made by that incompetent and loose-tongued Star boat skipper
Robert Miller.
Now we will consider the first stipulation—I will not repeat it,
suffice to say that it is Bad—Very Bad—
A moment ago I said, among other things, that Robert Miller was
incompetent and now I will prove it. In the Spring Regatta at the
Diamond Head mark he climbed piggy-back on Charlie’s Folly hoping
he would be carried around the course, but Charlie would have no part
of any such conniving and gently but firmly shoved him off—Miller
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disqualified. That’s not all—the man who makes and sells glasses
should be wearing them when he sails—he only clobbered the first
mark of the first race in the Hawaiian Invitational—Result Miller
disqualified.
And you ex-Commodore Frank Rothwell sir, are not without
fault. Your knowledge of the component parts of a Star boat is Nil or
your sense of ownership is grandiose—why else did you turn around in
that race on Kaneohe Bay to pick up a little stick commonly referred to
as a whisker pole and lose the race. Also your perception of distance is
fast failing as you offer no excuse for clobbering other boats such as
Pete Gass’s PC and Tom Laraby’s Mercury in the waters of Waikiki.
Harry Uhler, to you a warning. Your standing as an amateur is
fast being questioned. Two masts and two jib halyards in one year
make you at least a semi-pro. Your feats of recklessness have
garnered you the title “Once around the course Harry.”
And “Sydney Kraul” is the gallant skipper who went down with
his ship—Down—Down—Down to his Plimsell line which he thinks is
somewhere between his spreaders and his main halyard shieve. The
only skipper of the fleet ever to make with his Star boat like a
submarine.
Poor Richard—Sad—Sad—Sad. Weeks of labor and 30 seconds of
playing teeter-totter in the haul out area resulted in a mast now held
together with fibre glass band aids. No worry Richard it will hold. To
you Dick Mahan bigger and better teeter boards.
But “fools jump in where Angels fear to tread” and to that
intrepid skipper who makes a downwind landing in the haulout area
like the proverbial “Bull in a China Shop” with complete and utter
disregard for his boat—the dock—and other boots moored thereto:
Greetings—To you, George “Bull” Durham for the ensuing year to have
and to hold the Booby Bird—
Fred L Hartman
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Jan. 10, 1956
In the course of yachting events, every year the Waikiki Yacht Club is
kind enough to let the possessor of the “Booby Bird” have the
opportunity to “get rid” of it. We appreciate this kindness and we now
want to take the opportunity to thank the whole yacht club for your
terrific support with our party to send Charlie Dole to Cuba—The Star
Fleet says thank you.
I am the unproud owner of the “Booby Bird.” This is a distinky
and dubious honor. I probably earned it but let me say this…
I am not the only “Boob” in the Star Fleet!
Sam Gilbert is a cowardly character who doesn’t come out and sail, so
I can’t give it to him.
Sid Kraul sank his boat so I can’t pass it to him.
Charlie Dole spends a couple thousand dollars so he could be absent,
so I can’t give it to him. (Charlie could lose races so I can win one.)
Bob Miller is about to admit that Sid Kraul was right when he said
“Kahuna” won’t go fast. And he sold me that same kind of sail—the “go
slow” kind.
Then we come to the mast list wonders—Mahan and Frank Rothwell.
Mahan breaks his mast and embarrasses me by making a tug boat out
of my little red boat to tow him home.
Frank wins races so easily that from my spectator boat in the rear I
watch him try to win without a mast. That’s what I call real confidence!
I have the “Booby-Bird” alright, but what I have said should get the
idea across, that I am in the proper fleet, one full of potential “BoobyBird” winners like my poor unfortunate self.
Now the one who wins the prize for my money is the guy who is the
Fleet Captain of this crazy bunch of guys, who won the Hawaiian
Lipton Trophy, our most treasured trophy, and then doesn’t wait for us
to elect him captain of the Fleet for the following year, bur demands
we draft him!
To a grand fellow who pulls this big a Booboo—I give the Booby Bird to
Harry Uhler.
[George “Bull” Durham]
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Dec 7 1956
Ladies & Gentlemen—
Tonight we are gathered here to pay homage to the “Booby Bird.” The
true symbol of the MIGHTY STARS—I might also add that there are
numerous members of the yachting fraternity throughout the world
who refer to us as “THE ELITE OF YACHTING.”—Of course there are
others who calls us things that properly should never appear in print.
Now, to the Common People who perhaps do not realize the true
significance of the “BIRD,” let me say that the original donor, Homer
“Fergie” Ferguson, was probably the zaniest Star sailor to ever grace
the Hawaiian Islands. It was his purpose in presenting the “BIRD” to
us that the asinine deeds of those fine young men who sail the Stars
may be recorded for posterity.
As you all well know there is always a few social climbers on the
fringe of every group, so it seems only fitting that at this time we
welcome the new additions to our International ASSOCIATION, who
have proven themselves such pure and unadulterated champs as to
become the owners and proud Captains of Star Boats. This stupidity is
almost in itself reason enough to earn the “BIRD.”
However, almost is not quite good enough. So Don Chapman,
Bob Green, Flip King, Bob Hyatt & Cy Gillette be men of stout hearts,
for the truly great moment will some day come whereby you too may
cherish and hold close to your breasts the “BOOBY BIRD.”
My thoughts now turn to some of the other simpletons. For
instance, take Lorrin Thurston, the proud owner of perhaps the most
costly 14-foot outboard skiff in the world. Present accumulated cost:
hull $1200.00, motor $600.00, maximum plaster [?] $2500.00, total
$4300.00, approximately.
Or think of those two Master Craftsmen, A.D. “Shorty” Johnson
and William “Joe” Froome. Their boats are constantly in a state of
rebuilding so they must be excused if they don’t get in much racing.
The record shows ∅ races in two years for “Dear Old Joe” and the large
total of two races in seven years for Shorty and if I may add, seldom
did either of them cross the starting line within ten minutes after the
Red Flag had gone up.
Geo “Bull” Durham the custodian of the “Bird” in the year 1955
A.D., has brought sadness to our hearts. Bull has become somewhat of
a renegade. Being a great admirer of the Thistles, the M-P, and those
family boats the Lightnings, he has tried to emulate their conduct. So
during the past season he has not once sailed thru the cockpit of a
competitor. Not once during ’56 has he sailed smack into a concrete
pier (that broomed out effect of his stern comes from earlier years).
Not once in recent months has Bull sailed full blast dead down wind
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into a crowded haul out area. It is truly sad for perhaps he is not long
for this world.
All that should be said for Syd Kraul is that he is a sneaky dog.
After many loving hours of arduous labor building one of the finest
Star boats ever to sail in Hawaii he slinks off to Okinawa simply
because he did not win all of the races after launching and of course
because his Boss threatened to fire him if he didn’t accept the
promotion.
Now we come to that timid soul that self effacive character,
Frank Rothwell. This young man is the only fathead ever to attempt to
sail to windward with his whisker pole set and his jib aback.
Let us now consider his counterpart. Richard “Loudmouth”
Mahan. This reprehensible fellow talked himself, with honeyed and
clever words, into being elected Fleet Captain of the Waikiki Star Fleet.
The first words he uttered immediately after the ballots were counted
were, and I quote, “I want it understood right now that for 1957 I will
rule this Fleet with a black snake in one hand and brass knuckles on
the other.” End of quote.
Now leave us glance over to the right. There we have Fred
“Fearless Fosdick” Hartman. Fosdick is obviously a man of great
wealth, for he has very recently purchased a new Star, complete with
all the comforts of home. Not to mention diamond studded swedged
[?] fittings in the rigging. “Fearless” we all hope your wife never learns
that you have spent something under $14,000.00 for the tiny little
yacht “Qien Sabe.”
Let us not forget Robert “Bullet Head” Miller. Here is a man of
great fortitude and tenacious characteristics. It has been his dream
that one day there would be a flourishing Star Fleet racing on Kaneohe
Bay. After many years of his never ceasing efforts, this fleet is about
to be established. While we are honoring this lousy little Rat, let me
point to the methods he used. Proseliting [proselytizing] is too nice a
word, actually he deliberately stole members from that dandy fleet at
Waikiki, leaving only the chaff, a mere five of us.
But enough of these plaudits, let us now consider the purpose of
my standing here before you. We have a great honor to bestow tonite
and it is my privilege to direct your attention to a man who has
brought great honor to the Stars. It is always a wonderful thing to
discover latent capabilities in “our Boys.” We have now discovered that
this man is not only a great sailor and wonderful sportsman, but now
well on his way to becoming a great painter. His work already
compares with those old Masters Rembrandt and Van Gogh. The grand
part of it all is that he is very patriotic. Any work he does for the
Government he does for free and then pays vast sums of money for
the privilege.
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Therefore, to you Charley Dole, with great pride I present you
with the “BOOBY BIRD.”
Harry C Uhler
District Chaplain
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November 6, 1957
Inasmuch as the “Bird” is the oldest and most venerable of all trophies
owned by the Star Fleet (and looks it), I believe that it should only go
to someone who has really earned it. Therefore, I believe it to be a
travesty on justice to have given this beautiful prize to someone as
unworthy as me when the act committed was not even in a Star boat.
Be that as it may, there is no question but that the Bird has been
earned in 1957. The only unfortunate thing is that we don’t have half a
dozen Birds to give out to the deserving sailors.
This trophy is in such great demand that, believe it or not, on January
1, 1957, the first attempt was made to win it. On that day, Bob Green
and his crew, well fortified with Bloody Marys, went sailing in a howling
gale of about three knots. Coming in for a landing, his crew and the
boat suddenly parted company but, thinking better of it on his way
into the water, his crew grabbed the head stay and that was the end of
Green’s first mast. Later in the year, Bob could see the “Bird” getting
away from his grasp and broke another mast, but that was so
unspectacular as to be hardly worth mentioning.
Harry Uhler has always liked the “Bird” on his mantelpiece and tried
again this year. But, look, Harry, you’re going to have to get more
original. You can’t win it every year just by breaking masts.
There were several other half-hearted tries for the trophy, but the real
pitch was made by Bull Durham. Bull has always been the leading
candidate for the “Bird” but this year he gave it the old college try.
Running down-wind in Kaneohe Bay in an expanse of some four square
miles, there was only one obstruction between him and the leeward
mark. This obstruction happened to be an anchored sampan catching
bait. Bull hit it, naturally, but only barely, by hooking his main sheet
on a cleat on the stern. He didn’t break his mast—only his boom—but
was Bull mad. What business did that damn sampan have getting in
his way and why didn’t he anticipate Bull’s maneuver?
Well, Bull earned the “Bird” but he’s not getting it. The rightful
recipient is a man who only set foot on his boat a half a dozen times
this year, but every time he did, he made his claim stronger.
First and foremost, he entered his first race in five years and came
within a gnat’s eyebrow of sinking the Mahu—with Watt and Uhler
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aboard. He failed only because he didn’t quite cut it in half—he only
put a hole through one side.
Our hero’s next move toward the trophy was to park his boat
overnight at the Work Dock in a southerly wind. The next morning, he
came down to find, in addition to a chewed-up side, one spreader
hanging loose. Was anything broken?—Certainly not, he just neglected
to bolt the spreader on the mast.
A few months after these episodes, our boy started worrying because
of Bull’s strong rush for the prize. However, not to be outdone, he took
his girl out sailing in a nice breeze with the backstay lashings 7 years
old. Result—another Uhler mast.
So, Shorty Johnson, in spite of heavy competition in 1957 from a fine
array of superior “yachtsmen”—to you, “THE BIRD.”
Charley Dole
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